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Abstract: The Eye of the Mirror (1991) is a novel written by the Palestinian woman writer, Liana Badr 
documenting a historical moment that lends itself powerfully to address the present aiming at creating a 
different future. Liana Badr comes on mentioning Shehrazad once in her novel; yet, the research aims at 
proving that it is not a casual passing by and that just mentioning Shehrazad lends much significance to the 
analysis of the novel itself as trauma literature. By the end of the novel, oppression is converted to be an 
empowering tool of creating oneself anew. The novel seeks to familiarize the oppression against women as a 
norm that is subverted through narration to be a powerful device for self- re-orientation and collective 
maintenance. The research supposes that if one is metaphorically occupied by oppression and degradation, 
s/he will never be able to set free his/her true potentialities. As it is read post-structurally, Shehrazad, as a 
literary sign, is investigated on more one level embracing a feminist and a nationalist signification in 
addition to lending a special signification to the identification between Shehrazad and Lian Badr herself. 
Key words: The Eye of the Mirror- Liana Badr- Shehrazad- Silence- Female body- Narration-Trauma Literature. 
Liana Badr‟s The Eye of the Mirror (1991) has 
been tackled mainly as a novel that hits heavily on 
the Palestinian experience, in general, and the 
Palestinian women experience in particular. Yet 
„Shehrazad‟ as a sign that Badr uses significantly 
has not been given its due right in analyzing the 
novel. Ending the preface to her novel The Eye of 
the Mirror writing about Shehrazad, Liana Badr 
gets her readers from the very beginning face to 
face with the kind of female character she is 
searching for not only in her women protagonists , 
but in all Arabs. In this research, Shehrazad gets 
over being just a character in a classical literary 
work, and is investigated as a literary sign that is 
read post-structurally within the text to lap over the 
traditional role of a passive oppressed woman to 
portray a female character employing narration to 
cross over from being an object to becoming a 
powerful subject who proves capable of saving all 
her girl fellows from death. Shehrazad is 
powerfully employed to invoke a paradigm 
involving a weak objectified woman whose 
storytelling power enables her to cross over the 
bridge of silence towards a broader matrix of a self; 
such a paradigm is investigated thoroughly to prove 
that it rules Badr‟s novel and is analyzed critically 
within a feminist framework of women 
objectification knitted tightly into a nationalist 
context of resistance.  Using Shehrazad as a literary 
sign, Liana is stimulating the minds of her readers 
directing them to the response she wants to implant 
in them linking between just a powerful and 
competent feminist symbol i.e. Shehrazad, and the 
painful and degrading experience of female 
oppression of Aisha and her women fellows in The 
Eye of the Mirror, an experience that is portrayed 
against the backdrop of the greater human 
oppressing experience of the Palestinians. From 
here springs a cultural and national signification 
that binds Shehrazad in the minds of Arab readers 
to a sense of past honor and dignity they all aspire 
to nowadays. In a word, Shehrazad is tackled here 
in this research as a literary signifier that is bound 
up with more than one signification lending the 
critical reading of the novel a post-structural focal 
point.  
Aiming at a wholeness that would restore an 
identity which is about to break down amidst a 
state of fragmentation, Liana  Badr writes The Eye 
of the Mirror  to address a chaotic present and 
document a Palestinian historical moment 
subjected to political extinction. The Eye of the 
Mirror is a novel shooting the scene of the 
Palestinians‟ crisis in Tal Ezza‟tar refugee camp in 
Beirut, Lebanon in 1975-76 during one of the 
severest sieges held by the Christian militia within 
the framework of the Lebanese civil war. The main 
protagonist is Aisha, the Palestinian Muslim girl, 
who is raised up in a church, as she is brought by 
her own mother to serve there in exchange for 
education. Through Aisha, Badr introduces her 
readers to a collective trauma relived within the 
narrative representation of a female experience as 
Aisha turns the mirror to reflect all what is around 
her. In Aisha, the “external battle for freedom plays 
itself out internally on the female body that 
manifests its simultaneous resistance and 
submission to domination” (Mehta 707). Thus, 
Aisha‟s dream of liberating herself and her body 
from the patriarchal society that she is dragged to 
live in corresponds to the dream of the Palestinians 
to liberate themselves and their land from the 
Israelis. In other words, what lies outside her is re-
acted internally inside Aisha. Aisha is a mirror in 
whose trauma is reflected the trauma of a whole 
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nation suffering oppression. Aisha‟s not owning 
her own body is like all Palestinians‟ not owning 
their own land. To save the nation, Aisha should be 
saved because “as long as the social attitudes do 
not change… the transformed individual woman 
will be alienated, unable to inscribe her 
transformation into political action and discourse” 
(Cooke 194). It is Aisha‟s responsibility to speak 
out what has been kept in the closet of history 
assuming her role as an intergenerational 
transmitter of the traumatic memory of all 
Palestinians. Kept in their long silence, the 
Palestinians will never be able to go on with their 
life. They must have their own „story‟; they have to 
translate the suffering and oppression they are 
subjected to into actions in order to be able to 
answer back.    
In this research, Sherazad is introduced as a post-
structrualist literary sign that dominates the scene 
in Liana Badr‟s The Eye of the Mirror. Though it is 
traditionally taken to express the inferior status 
Arab women used to experience, it is investigated 
in this research to address both a feminine as well 
as a collective attempt at surviving against a 
counter attempt at genocide and cultural 
annihilation. Therefore, analyzed here is a literary 
figure that is dealt with within the framework of 
post- structrualism. Here, it is worth noting that 
under the critical rubric of post-structuralism, it is 
the „signified‟ that is most critically held 
significant; here, “the signified is demoted and the 
signifier is made dominant. This means there is no 
one-to-one correspondence between propositions 
and reality” (M. Sarup 3). Unlike structuralism, 
post-structuralism deflates the stable status of the 
sign with its twofold sides of the signifier and the 
signified. Within its framework, post-structrualism 
enables a free play of signifieds to the extent that 
only the signifier is fixed. Both Shehrazad and 
Badr‟s Aisha deconstruct the conventional Arab 
view of a woman. Their character signification 
opens up to combine weird mixtures of traits. Badr 
herself prepares the readers for such an 
unconventional female character stating that she 
will not grasp their admiration  
because of a flaw in her basic 
attributes. For she is human-we 
are all human in the end. The 
flaw causes her qualities to be 
either excessive, or below the 
normally required average. She is 
educated yet ignorant, common 
yet possessing aristocratic pride, 
more imaginative than necessary, 
unbearably idealistic and 
indescribably stupid. She 
believes herself to be better than 
others, yet she is besotted by 
confused mystical thoughts 
which have sensuous emotional 
roots" (2).   
Shehrazad is casually referred to in the preface of 
the novel, but is intentionally inserted to remain 
hovering over the novel each time storytelling or 
narration is employed. Again, it serves to create a 
free play of „signifeds‟ in the mind of the reader as 
s/he works on delineating a typical character 
portray of the women characters in the novel and 
even of Liana Badr herself. 
Shehrazad, as a literary sign, brings together within 
a dialogic discourse two temporal and thematic 
threads that converge into one textual 
representation of a feminist surrealistic experience 
of inferiority. Referring to Shehrazad in her novel, 
Badr draws a hypertextual link to one of the most 
famaous Arabic folk literary works i.e. The 
Arabian Nights. According to the criteria that 
Maher Jarrar mentions in his “The Arabian Nights 
and the Contemporary Arabic Novel”, Liana Badr‟s 
The Eye of the Mirror echoes The Arabian Nights 
in many respects. First, there is an “[i]nterplay with 
specific cycles, themes or motifs from the Nights” 
(Jarrar 299), and this is relevant in the submissive 
role of women that Shehrazad wants to change and 
Liana Badr wants to emphasize. Second, there are 
“[a]daptations, transformations, and expansions of 
the frame tale” (Jarrar 299) allotted to Sharayar and 
Shehrazad investigating the relationship between 
them as an axis along which the relationship 
between Aisha , Um Galal and Hana on one hand 
and the male characters on the other is analyzed. 
Third, there are the “[a]daptations of narrative 
techniques which are particular to the Nights” 
(Jarrar 299), and this is represented in the use of 
storytelling as a literary technique supported by the 
abundance of the stock narrative phrase “once upon 
a time”. Badr is keen to start three sections of her 
novel by the traditional stock phrase “once upon a 
time” (25, 27, 51). It is a conventional way of 
opening up oral narratives; something that is very 
indicative in linking Badr to Shehrazad and in 
setting out a dominating structure that rules her 
narrative. This stock phrase is transformed to a 
narrative external tie that links the separated stories 
holding in themselves the thematic hint of 
signifying a fragmented experience both away from 
a stolen homeland and inside a rejecting refugee 
camp. Finally come the “[h]ypotextual relations” 
(Jarrar 299) where Liana Badr‟s The Eye of the 
Mirror is analysed within a historical and literary 
context that is tied up by the overall narrative 
design of the Arabian Nights as a hypotext taking 
Shehrazad as a signifier. 
In her preface, Liana writes, “You want me to tell 
you the story of Scheherazade, who rocks the sad 
king on her knees as she sings him tales from 
wonderland. Yet you know that I am not 
Scheherazad” (1). Liana is keen not to unify herself 
with the autonomous woman who escapes from her 
imminent death by immersing herself and her king 
into a fantastic fictional world of adventure. Within 
the incredible world of Shehrazad‟s narrative, 
Liana speaks of her own experience of exile being 
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unable to enter her own country or even approach 
it. However, like her, Liana is going to fight her 
present through narration. Liana is a modern 
Shehrazad writing her novel “to break the endless 
cycle of an oppressive and impotent masculine 
history, constructing an alternative history which at 
least attempts to address the voice of cultural, 
national and gender difference” (M. Kohlke 40). 
Shehrazad was telling stories not only to save her 
own life, but to save all the girls from an imminent 
death when the turn comes for each of them to 
marry the king. Alike, Liana is writing a story to 
immortalize the catastrophe of a whole nation and 
gives voice to what could be erased within the 
“silence of a vast desert spread around” (Badr 263). 
It is as if history is evacuated from all true stories 
about her people either because they are afraid to 
speak out or that the world is suddenly held empty 
from any other humans who could listen to and 
understand them. In an interview with Runo 
Isaksen, she says, “I wanted to rebuild what had 
been destroyed. I realized that the Israelis would 
continue to persecute us and try to obliterate our 
memories, so I thought I could do the opposite, I 
could save lives – by remembering” (149). Badr is 
here participating in a national project that aims at 
sustaining what has remained and commemorating 
what has gone. 
Bringing forth the image of Shehrazad has a lot to 
do with a general awareness of The Arabian Nights 
as part of Arab‟s cultural heritage re-encapsulated 
to create a counter narrative of Palestinians‟ 
resistance. Within the framework of a set 
experience of disposition during and after 1948, a 
female Palestinian writer grasps tightly to a cultural 
identity derived from Shehrazad in The Arabian 
Nights. Maybe if Arab women, and especially 
Palestine ones, had been like Shehrazad, their 
people would not have faced such a trauma. Held 
within these boundaries of objectification Arab 
women are subjected to is a cultural entity 
imprisoned and evacuated from that powerful voice 
women are negated to have. Badr puts in one 
female body the voice for a whole national social 
body as she dedicates her novel writing: “To those 
who have offered me their words and voices. And 
those who spent hours telling me what befell them” 
(Badr xiv). Badr‟s narrative talent, like that of 
Shehrazad, is to save many souls. She can put into 
words what people suffer and feel but cannot 
express. Shehrazad saved herself and saved many 
other girls who would have been killed after her, 
and Badr can save the honor, the land and the souls 
of many Palestinians if she could deliver their true 
story outside the boundaries of that desert of 
silence and web of fabricated stories about them.  
The Arabian Nights, like Palestine itself, is of 
Arabic origin, but is manipulated and reintroduced 
as a European cultural trajectory. When it was 
reintroduced as a part of the colonial exported 
cultural literary milieu, The Arabian Nights 
awakened a glimmering past that would give Arab 
writers a hope for honor and dignity to be 
recrystallized. In the 18
th
 century, The Arabian 
Nights “managed to penetrate new cultural spaces, 
ultimately to serve as an inspirational source for 
European Romanticism” (Jarrar 298). Fashioned 
into a European literary genre i.e. the novel, The 
Arabian Nights never gave up its Arab flavor. What 
happened is that it “ironically returned to [its] 
source of origin in the Arab world as one of 
Europe‟s cultural exports to what would ultimately 
be considered the Third World” (Jarrar 298). 
Actually, this goes parallel to what is happening in 
Palestine, a land taken and usurped illegally from 
its owners and assumed a possession. The Arab 
readers, reading the European adopted version of 
The Arabian Nights, are like the Palestinians asking 
the Israelis for a written permission to enter their 
own land or like Badr who tells her readers: “that 
one of the world‟s greatest wonders is that I am 
unable to enter my country or pass through the 
regions around it. Do not be surprised” (Badr 1).  
As a result, held here is a kind of dialogic discourse 
between Shehrazad, on one hand and both Liana 
Badr and Aisha, her fictional protagonist, on the 
other. Like Shehrazad, who literally gave life to her 
female fellows, Aisha in Badr‟s novel is a symbol 
of immortalizing the persistence and tenacity of life 
that her people stand for and experience every day. 
It is through narration that Badr lends her novel 
that spirit of a never-ending fight for survival. She 
writes to prove that only if the Palestinians give up 
their memory of what happened and link it with 
what is happening that they die. It is this memory 
that feeds their will to survive all attempts at 
extinction. This actually goes with what Edward 
Said means when he writes: “We are a people 
because we have a functioning society which goes 
on-and has gone on for the past 54 years-despite 
every sort of abuse, every cruel tum 0f history, 
every misfortune we have suffered, every tragedy 
we have gone through as a people.... As 
Palestinians, I think we can say that we left a vision 
and a society that has survived every attempt to kill 
it”.  As a result, narrative memory becomes a tool 
for saving a nation and keeping it intact. 
 Actually, narration here is investigated as a 
paradoxically healing counterpart of the state of 
silence that the Palestinians are kept in. it is that 
sort of silence that “operates through discourse 
itself” (L. Thiesmeyer 1). Aisha keeps herself in a 
state of self-imposed silence in a reaction to the 
degrading patriarchal discourse of all those around 
her. Aisha‟s rejection of her family, once, escalates 
to identifying herself with a Christian ritual though 
her family is Muslim. She wishes Sister Mary were 
her family “and sparred her all this suffering” 
(Badr 14). Silence, thus, becomes part of discourse. 
It is her answer to a world she could not involve 
herself into, a world “which had become a hell 
inhabited by monsters” (Badr 26). All those around 
her strengthen her sense of alienation that results 
mainly form “her discontent with the expected 
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gender roles imposed upon her in the camp and by 
her family…. [It] plungs her into an introspective 
silence” (Rastegar, Kamran 34) Deep inside her, 
silence becomes her own way of limiting and 
undermining the others‟ degrading discourse.  She 
hates her father‟s way in addressing her, so she 
chooses to silence herself because the “preferred 
use of discourse is blocked” (Thiesmeyer 2). In one 
of the indicative scenes of the novel, Assayed 
addresses Aisha asying, “'Girl.' [....] 'Why d'you say 
yaba the way spoilt kids do?' … 'you think you're 
one of the nun's girls, don't you?' ... He sighed [...] 
continuing sarcastically, 'D'you want to go to Paris, 
yaba?' She made no answer” (Badr 22). In silence, 
Aisha finds her own private space in which she can 
feel safe far away from that place she feels not 
belonged to. Dreams and fantasies become her 
psychic defense mechanism to stay alive. 
Consequently, silence becomes a kind of non-
verbal communication through which Aisha is 
partly delivering a message. It is her habit to 
retrieve to silence when striken by a shock or 
violence. 
 In a scene that describes the violence that the 
Palestinians in Tal Ezza‟tar are subjected to, “[t]he 
noise which filled Aisha‟s head suddenly turned to 
a terrible silence that hovered above the world she 
was leaving behind. Despite the wails of the 
victims and the women, everything around her 
entered a horrible, ominous silence” (Badr 262-63).  
After the death of her husband, Aisha is finally able 
to speak for herself as she tells her mother: “„I want 
to live with you‟. She continued, now that 
something had destroyed her customary silence” 
(Badr 264).  She is finally able to take a decision 
and to implement it. She decides to leave her 
mother-in-law and live with her mother. It is only 
when silence is broken that the healing process 
begins. Involved here is the ability to translate 
one‟s feelings and thoughts into a spoken language 
that the others would understand creating a sort of 
communication.  Related to this is storytelling or 
trauma narration employed as a cure that makes use 
of language since “[f]inding a voice – whether it is 
speaking up, writing a narrative, a poem or a 
memoir, or simply telling one‟s story to another – 
is crucial in this culture of memory of testimony‟ 
(G. Schwab 187). It is worth noting to relate 
storytelling to memory that springs here in The Eye 
of the Mirror into sprouts of stories that could 
comfort the mind and re-orient the self within a 
powerful process. Thus, here Badr is recreating, 
through her narrative, a vision that lends itself to 
keep alive the history of a people fighting for 
survival.  
In fictionalizing a historical trauma, Badr speaks 
out the unspoken presenting her readers with an 
alternative history that is not restricted to the male, 
but extends them to embrace the more victimized 
female. It is always the female who gives an 
alternative. She brings her children on resistance, 
and is ready to lose them in the process. She always 
bears the heir and is always held responsible to 
continue what her father, brother, husband, etc. 
started but did not finish. Aisha, at the end of the 
novel, inspired by all what she has experiences 
along it, is now getting ready to go on with what 
Hassan started “in a moment of spontaneous 
recognition. Staring at her mother with an 
unaccustomed boldness, she said: „That is my 
responsibility…. I don‟t want anyone else to take it 
instead of me” (Badr 264). Bringing Shehrazad into 
the scene is here significant as in her lies the 
implication of sacrifice since “Shehrazad‟s story 
serves as a conspicuously female paradigm of 
living/surviving to tell the tale and „save‟ one‟s 
people from extinction and oblivion, even at the 
potentially high cost of the teller” (M. Kohlke 46). 
Like Aisha at the end of the novel, Shehrazad is 
ready to sacrifice herself as a „teller‟ to save all her 
female fellows form the narcissist Shahrayar. 
While Shehrazad is restricted temporally to one 
night that she is supposed to live as Shahrayr‟s 
wife, Badr is restricted geographically and spatially 
to an anywhere that proves itself every time to be 
improper to be a „Home‟. Badr and her fellows do 
not have a „Home‟. They are denied that human 
right to simply to „belong‟.   
 Both Shehrazad and Aisha share a sense of 
traumatic flavor that shapes their experiences and 
pushes them towards initiation. In the case of 
Shehrazad, it is the trauma of the patriarchal 
oppression that empowers and leads her to succeed 
to overcome her impasse and to prove her ability to 
achieve a „self‟ while in Aisha‟s case, it is a matrix 
of oppressive relationships that drives her forth 
towards her social and political maturation. Being a 
Palestinian and being a woman are inseparable as 
Liana Badr states, “my struggle for emancipation 
as a Palestinian is inseparable from my struggle for 
genuine liberation as a woman; neither of them is 
valid without the other” (Shaaban 164). Only after 
her husband‟s death, Aisha is able to realize her 
responsibility and assume it. She comes finally to 
an epiphany that makes her feel as if “she had been 
teetering over the brink of an abyss without 
realizing it, and was just about to wake up” (Badr 
258). She is now approaching her pregnancy as a 
step forward toward a new hope. She regains her 
will for survival after a long period of willingly 
self-alienation. She feels that “she owned nothing 
anymore except for what was within her” (Badr 
259). Actually, it is not haphazardly decided that 
the baby is a girl. Badr wants to assure the fact that 
it is women who are allotted the mission of 
continuing the fight. In The Eye of the Mirror, it is 
not only men who fight and allowed the honor of 
being martyrs. In this regard, Um Hassan‟s words 
ring here loudly as she tells Aisha: “My child, we 
shall all become strong women. Have they left us 
any other choice? They take everything away from 
us. Marriage, children, homes, stories, old people. . 
. everything. So, all the time we defend ourselves 
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as though we were not women, but standing in 
trenches” (260).   
 In the case of both Shehrazad and Aisha, the 
female body is a site of colonization. The human 
beings they are reduced to just physical frames 
regardless of any spiritual or mental privilege they 
may have. This physical frame, in the case of 
Aisha, becomes an objective correlative for her 
inferiority and objectification to the extent that she 
tried to torment it. She hates her body because she 
feels that “the representation of the body as 
ornament is a sign of its corporeal colonization by 
male desire in which it becomes an object of 
manipulation and perpetration” (Mehta 716). Aisha 
starts to answer back as if she is avenging herself 
by tormenting her own body as “she became 
thinner” (66). This body that she believes is the 
reason beyond her trauma must suffer a pain “that 
moves from her heels to her spine, and she is 
unable to lift her body, as though her joints are 
being pulverized by stone weights” (Bard 47). 
Passively conscious of her status as Palestinian 
women, Aisha refuses neither to adapt nor to fight. 
On the eve of her wedding, Aisha “began cutting 
off her hair in front of a broken mirror…. She cut 
the tresses as though they were superfluous waste 
paper” (Badr 101). Like herself, Aisha‟s mirror is 
broken; broken mirrors always reflect a face with a 
missing part, and that was Aisha. She lacks that 
sense of a self that would formulate a sane self-
image. This “uncontrollable madness” (Badr102) 
represents Aisha‟s attempt at deforming her body 
which stands for her as a sign of her inability to 
control herself and manipulate her life. After 
cutting her hair, Aisha starts on sobbing that rose, 
in her ears, over the “ululating and chanting 
outside” (Badr 101). Her pain “makes overt 
precisely what is at stake in „inexpressibility‟ and 
thus begins to expose by inversion the essential 
character of „expressibility‟ whether verbal or 
material” (E. Scarry 19). Without such an act, 
Aisha‟s misery because of this arranged marriage 
that she does not want to go through, would remain 
unknown since she does not have the option of 
verbally express her refusal nor does she have the 
alternative of approval. It is such pain that makes 
her weep and express what is buried and kept 
unspoken inside her. Actually, it is this pain that 
gets the violent resistance inside her out. Echoing 
the title of the novel, this insane act mirrors the 
psychological trauma Palestinian women are 
experiencing. As mentioned by Phyllis Chesler in 
his Women and Madness, madness is a “mirror 
image of the female experience and a penalty for 
being „female‟, as well as for desiring or daring not 
to be” (15). In other words, women are to be 
submissive enough, so that they do not even think 
of freedom which is not an option in their case. If 
they think of freedom, they are overloading 
themselves with something that they are not created 
to do and supposedly do not have the potentialities 
for. As a result, they may lose control and get into a 
state of madness that serves to reflect how 
oppressed and objectified they have been. 
 Another appearance of the „mirror‟ shows how 
indicative the word is in the title of the novel. 
Unlike the mirror Aisha looks at on the eve of her 
marriage, the pocket mirror that she finds in the 
abandoned candy factory is not broken. She feels as 
if she is seeing herself for the first time in ages. For 
her, the mirror is the only way of seeing herself. 
The mirror representation is the only method of 
formulating a facial image that is metaphorically 
complementing her own self-image. Generally 
speaking, one partly derives her/his own self-image 
from those around him/her. They give him/her a 
reflection that goes on internally and is reflected 
externally on his/ her behavior and communication. 
Yet, when one is not satisfied or simply does not 
find such a reflection, she/he is always missing 
something. In the case of Aisha in The Eye of the 
Mirror, she feels as if she is a vacuum and that no 
one sees her or feels her existence. Consequently, 
her mirror representation serves as an alternative 
that she seeks to use in order to implement an 
internally fixed and satisfying self-image. That is 
why she was surprised when she wiped the mirror 
with her finger “and stared into it to see her face. 
The mirror reflected the happy face of a young girl 
tinged with warmth and alertness. Aisha denied 
what she saw, unable to believe it. She turned the 
mirror once more to have another look” (Badr 139). 
When she tried to have another look that would 
deepen in her that new image, the mirror shifts to 
be dangerous as it would attract attention to the 
place Aisha, her sister and brother are hiding in as 
the mirror‟s “quick flash shone in the air. The 
naughty Husam jumped up to snatch the mirror 
from her, then choked a whisper in her ear: „Put 
that away if you know what‟s good for you, or else 
you‟ll give us away, and they‟ll start shooting at 
us.‟” (Badr 139). Here, the mirror turns to have 
double faces. It satisfies in Aisha her search for a 
newly formulated self-image and at the same time, 
it triggers danger and may lead to her death if the 
Lebanon fighters shoot her. Here is implied the 
supposition that searching for a self-image, 
especially for Palestinian women, is always 
threatening. This lends much significance to the 
title of the novel that crystalizes Badr‟s vision 
concerning the importance of providing women 
with due care and respect as they are anticipated to 
give their children this concept of a „self‟.  
Women are the mirror that reflects how cultured, 
civilized and dependent their people are. Within the 
framework of such an experience like that of the 
Palestinians, it is women who stand at the focal 
point; they are the eye of the mirror. Without them, 
everything would be blurred. They are suffering to 
keep all remaining parts intact. They are the mirror 
in which men see how inferior they are. They are 
the mirror that reflects the necessity for fight and 
for survival and it is them who should bear the 
consequences as they are left alone to suffer. After 
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the Palestinians are driven out of Tal Ezza‟tar, 
“everyone fleeing like prey. Everyone? No. only 
women. The only men left were a few old men. 
The only boys left are a few children” (Badr 257). 
In her own version of a war narrative, Liana Badr 
sends men to the backyard and gives women a 
relatively wide feminized space where they rise 
powerfully in control. Though they do not fight on 
the front lines, they are responsible for the only 
safe space beyond the lines. Still, there is always a 
price to be paid. When Aisha cuts her hand pulling 
her pocket mirror out, “a red thread of blood 
trickled down her finger. It flowed and spread out. 
The wound had been caused by the small mirror, 
which she would never part with from now on” 
(Badr 263). Though she knows well that she is 
approaching a very difficult phase of her life, 
symbolized in the broken mirror in her pocket, 
Aisha is determined to go on and never to go back 
to her dependent state of life though she knows that 
“That‟s still a long way off” (Badr 264).  
 Though she starts using the all-knowing 
omniscient narrator, Badr shifts in the middle of the 
novel to the first narrative perspective introducing 
herself within the character frame of the female 
journalist coming to the camp. Actually, Liana 
Badr here induces her novel with a different female 
character that lies as Aisha‟s counterpart. Though 
Hana, Aisha‟s neighbor, seems at first to perform 
this role, the female journalist comes to override 
her through grasping in hand an influential and 
competent treasure i.e. writing, writing  that turns 
to be narration and thus conforms with what Liana 
Badr herself is doing in her novel. All the 
characters that are at once actualized by the 
presence of the female journalist break the 
„fictionality‟ that the reader is immersed in and 
evolve as if real. Hassan, George, Um Jalal ask the 
journalist to write about their plight. However, it is 
worth noting here that the male dominating figures 
admit their need for a woman‟s unprivileged 
custom of telling stories and repeating words. 
While Abou Jalal once scolds Um Jalal for having 
nothing to do but to speak and tell (Badr 54), now 
Hassan begs the  female journalist, “tell them” 
(Badr 129), “Go and tell them” (Badr 130); George 
also begs her saying, “But write, please write” 
(Badr 127). Actually this is very significant, 
especially when compared to the third line in the 
dedication at the very beginning of the novel when 
Badr writes “And to him, who never knew how the 
tale began” (Badr xiv). It is “him” who never knew 
how the whole story began; it is not “her” because 
any “she” is always telling and repeating, listening 
and speaking, asking and narrating, and thus 
endowed with her ability to preserve and keep 
intact all that which is precious. 
The fragmentary nature of the experience reflected 
herein shows itself clearly in the episodic structure 
of the novel itself. Actually, Shahrazad is 
especially significant in the narrative unfolding of 
the novel as she is considered a code character to 
be investigated, with all its significations, to lend 
an important background for the readers.  Both 
Shehrazad and Badr have main stories that frame 
all the other sub-stories. However, unlike Shehrazd, 
who does not move to a story unless she finishes 
the previous, Badr‟s multi-voiced text presents the 
readers to many stories at the same time giving 
them a chance to relate them to the master story of 
Aisha. Badr exceeds in that she plaits all the sub-
stories to add details to the main one. Here, 
Rastegar notes that the focus on a young girl like 
Aisha “places this character‟s naïve, yet maturing, 
perspective on the events of communal violence 
and war that upend conventional conceptions of the 
events. This naïve perspective, derived from the 
relative immaturity of … [Aisha], also generates a 
developmental structure for the stories, as … 
[Aisha] matures over the course of narrative” (23). 
Through silence, Aisha was trying to keep up with 
her innocence that is directly linked to immaturity. 
While her silence and naïve perspective towards 
life in the beginning of the novel reflects Aisha‟s 
immaturity, giving it up, at the end of the novel, 
signifies her coming into maturity. Though silence 
is a dominant motif in the novel, such a sense of 
fragmentation is clearly and artistically spoken out 
in the imagery as much as in the structure of the 
novel. A leading image is that of the „mirror‟ which 
brings forth the title of the novel to be knitted 
within the main thematic context of The Eye of the 
Mirror. After getting married,  
Aisha was facing her wardrobe 
looking for something to wear, 
behaving like other newly-
married women, who try to vary 
their appearance every day. One 
half of her image trembled on the 
cupboard‟s left door mirror, 
while her other appeared on the 
right one. Half of her appeared 
here, the other half there. Each 
mirror reflected a separate part of 
her. Each image opened onto an 
inverse side of the other. Aisha 
opened both sides of the door, 
and the heavy wood creaked, the 
two girls disappearing together. 
(Badr 105) 
Aisha‟s fragmentary vision and incomplete 
experience is artistically portrayed here in the split 
that metaphorically reflects two contradictory self-
images; one image is afraid and lacking confidence 
as it was „trembling‟ and the other is not described. 
Yet, the two halves complement each other as 
“each image opened onto…the other”. It is only 
when Aisha opened the two sides that this split 
self-image disappeared as if it is that limited 
environment that Aisha enclosed herself into is the 
reason beyond her immature image of herself. She 
is now half-way from her true self. Aisha is getting 
her real self out of the cocoon she held herself 
imprisoned in for a long period and “the two girls 
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disappearing together” unite into one mature 
woman.   
 Shehrazade as a sign, is not restricted to female 
characters as she extends more to correspond to a 
whole process i.e. narration, which becomes 
psychologically an alternative for those who have 
not any other way out.  Narration here springs forth 
to correspond to a kind of political awareness 
“transforming adherence to life and preservation of 
the story-telling voice into acts of political 
resistance” (Kohlke 41). This is clear in the 
reference to the „Thoushand and one night‟ in 
“[O]n the thousandth and fifth night of his shell-
shocked memory, Assayed said that he would stop 
drinking as soon as the battle ended” (Badr 146). 
Characters who cannot tell their stories are kept in 
the line of the objectified while those who have the 
courage and persistence to speak out are sent to 
search for their own code of identity and 
subjectivity. Deep inside Assayed is aware of this. 
He feels proud of himself only when he finds a 
thing to say or tell people about. Telling George the 
story of his dream, “Assayed calmed down, his 
tense features relaxing after telling the story, which 
he had taken to relating to everyone in sight” (Badr 
55). He figures himself hero just because he was 
able in his dream to react against injustice. He says, 
"I threw myself at the man, I mean the angel, 
shouting: what is this injustice? Injustice on earth 
and injustice in heaven” (Badr 54). In his own real 
life, Assayed has not ever taken a step forward 
towards avenging himself and his people. He likes 
George because he finds in him what he lacks. 
Only in his dreams could he turn his passivity into 
an action towards what he sees as injustice. 
Assayed, Aisha‟s father, represents that typical 
objectified patriarchal figure dominating Arab 
societies in general, and Palestinians, in particular. 
He projects on all other weaker characters around 
him his own traumatic suffering and inferiority. 
Thus, his individual violence is to be set against the 
larger backdrop of the violence he is subjected to 
either by the Zionist Militia back in Palestine, or 
the Christian one in Lebanon. He falls a captive to 
a drink, arak, for which he is used to beat his wife 
in order to give him money to buy it. He sells his 
daughter‟s golden chain to buy it. In Assayed, Badr 
delineates “male victimizers‟ own victimization 
and the extent to which expressions of masculine 
dominance/violence must be understood in the 
context of their political powerlessness” (Kohlke 
51). He ridicules his daughter when she 
unconsciously calls him “Papi” (23).He is used to 
shouting: “„We‟re Palestinians‟… as though he 
were continuously searching the heavens and earth 
for excuses to humiliate [Aisha]”. Deep down, he is 
unable to react against his own humiliation which 
he decides to turn into fake manliness. He puts his 
daughter into a marriage that she rejects just 
because he wants to get rid of her. In patriarchal 
societies, fathers are set free of protecting their 
code of honor, represented in their daughters, when 
they marry them off. By this way, the dominance 
and control is shifted from the father to the 
husband. He believes that “[p]eople don‟t marry off 
their daughters for money; they do it for the sake of 
propriety. It would be better for them to marry her 
off instead of allowing her to go all over the place, 
running loose with the Fedayeen without any 
control. If I were them, I would pay to see to it that 
she would be contained and kept at home” (Badr 
48). While there is Assayed, a man who is still an 
object because he cannot manipulate his own story, 
there is George, the camp hero fighter. Assayed is 
used to welcome George at his home just to listen 
to his stories about the war and to tell his own 
stories about the past. All people loved George; 
“old men considered him as an heir to their 
wisdom, women treated him as the most intelligent 
son, and men looked up to him as an ideal” (Badr 
75). Aisha herself is charmed by George because of 
his subjective manipulation of his life and that of 
those around him. He is always talking about peace 
and victory giving them hope that they will free 
themselves one day. 
The Eye of the Mirror can be regarded generally to 
belong to trauma literature as it is interested more 
than in the war than in the people themselves and 
how they deal with “the human nature capable of 
enacting it on the one hand and enduring it on the 
other” ( Granofsky 174). In other words, the war 
itself is not a direct interest for Badr, but what lies 
behind it is what involves her more. She does not 
tell how George, Hassan and their fellows plan and 
execute their plans in fighting the Lebanese 
Christian militia. She is keen on creating a parallel 
life story in which she delineates how traumatic the 
life of the Palestinians is. Actually, a sense of 
trauma cannot be identified with a certain event or 
a clearly cut point in time, but it ranges along a 
matrix of experiences and a paradigm of temporal 
points that merge together in a very specific way to 
reshape the characters involved and recolor their 
lives.  In The Eye of the Mirror, the “subversive 
potential of imagining the war to be a space of 
upheaval wherein social transformations may occur 
is a consistent subtext” (Rastegar 37). As a result, 
war becomes a backdrop that stimulates the main 
incidents in the novel to spring out providing Badr 
with an external framework that holds all 
characters and events intact into one context, so 
that the reader is not lost with all these voices in the 
novel.    
 Converting trauma from a collective experience to 
a literary text is what gives Badr‟s novel such a 
sense of authenticity especially when done within 
the context of female oppression and along the 
framework of storytelling. The research focuses on 
Shehrazad as a literary sign read post-structurally 
to knit together more than one signified in one 
crucible. Actually, the plethora of connotations 
Shehrazad is held to signify in the text makes her a 
key manipulated to unlock the multi-level narrative 
that Liana Badr introduces in her novel. Shehrazad 
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is employed in the text as a clue that works on the 
national and the feminist level in addition to its 
relation, as a sign, to Liana Badr herself. Shehrazad 
is also identified within the research to a male 
character emphasizing the importance of narration 
not only as a literary technique, but also as a main 
thematic thread in The Eye of the Mirror.  
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